Ghosts of Vesuvius - Charles R. Pellegrino
2005-08-09 A fascinating look at Pompeii, Herculaneum and the Vesuvius eruption in comparison with other historically significant volcanic eruptions, including the World Trade Center disaster. The eruption of Mount Vesuvius in AD 79, which obliterated the Roman towns of Pompeii and Herculaneum, was a disaster that resounds to this day. Now palaeontologist Charles Pellegrino presents a wealth of new knowledge about the doomed towns – and brings to vivid life the people, their last moments, and the aftermath. The lessons learned from modern scrutiny of that ancient eruption produce disturbing echoes in the present. Dr Pellegrino, who worked at Ground Zero in the aftermath of the 9/11 attack, shares his unique knowledge of the strange physics of volcanic 'downblast' and 'collapse column', drawing a direct link from past to present, and providing readers with a poignant glimpse into the last moments of the 'American Vesuvius'.

The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks - Donald R. Prothero
2018-01-02 Every rock is a tangible trace of the earth’s past. The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks tells the fascinating stories behind the discoveries that shook the foundations of geology. In twenty-five chapters—each about a particular rock, outcrop, or geologic phenomenon—Donald R. Prothero recounts the scientific detective work that shaped our understanding of geology, from the unearthing of exemplary specimens to tectonic shifts in how we view the inner workings of our planet. Prothero follows in the footsteps of the scientists who asked—and answered—geology’s biggest questions: How do we know how old the earth is? What happened to the supercontinent Pangea? How did ocean rocks end up at the top of Mount Everest? What can we learn about our planet from meteorites and moon rocks? He answers these questions through expertly chosen case studies, such as Pliny the Younger’s firsthand account of the eruption of Vesuvius; the granite outcrops that led a Scottish scientist to theorize that the landscapes he witnessed were far older than Noah’s Flood; the salt and gypsum deposits under the Mediterranean Sea that indicate that it was once a desert; and how trying to date the age of meteorites revealed the dangers of lead poisoning. Each of these breakthroughs filled in a piece of the greater puzzle that is the earth, with scientific discoveries dovetailing with each other to offer an increasingly coherent image of the geologic past. Summarizing a wealth of information in an entertaining, approachable style, The Story of the Earth in 25 Rocks is essential reading for the armchair geologist, the rock hound, and all who are curious about the earth beneath their feet.

Bodies from the Ash - James M. Deem
2005 Provides an examination of the bodies found buried in the ashes of the ancient city while exploring the life and times of these people, the events that led to the destruction of their
civilization, and the archeological discoveries being made at the site's location today.

Classics For All - Dunstan Lowe 2009-01-14
Classical culture belongs to us all: whether as academic subject or as entertainment, it constantly stimulates new ideas. In recent years, following Gladiator’s successful revival of the ‘toga epic’, studies of the ancient world in cinema have drawn increasing attention from authors and readers. This collection builds on current interest in this topic, taking its readers past the usual boundaries of classical reception studies into less familiar—and even uncharted—areas of ancient Greece and Rome in mass popular culture. Contributors discuss the uses of antiquity in television programmes, computer games, journalism, Hollywood blockbusters, B-movies, pornography, Web 2.0, radio drama, and children’s literature. Its diverse contents celebrate the continuing influence of Classics on modern life: from controversies within academia to ephemeral pop culture, from the traditional to the cutting-edge. The reader will find both new voices and those of more established commentators, including broadcaster and historian Bettany Hughes, Latinist Paula James, and Gideon Nisbet, author of Ancient Greece in Film and Popular Culture. Together they demonstrate that rich rewards await anyone with an interest in our classical heritage, when they embrace the diversity and complexity of mass popular culture as a whole.

Nietzsche, Freud, Benn, and the Azure Spell of Liguria - Martina Kolb 2011-10-30
The Mediterranean region of Liguria, where the Maritime Alps sweep down to the coasts of northwest Italy and southeast France, the Riviera, marks the intersection of two of Europe’s major cultural landscapes. Remote, liminal, compact, and steep, the terrain has influenced many international authors and artists. In this study, Martina Kolb traces Liguria’s specific impact on the works of three seminal German-writing modernists – Friedrich Nietzsche, Sigmund Freud, and Gottfried Benn – whose encounters with Ligurian lands and seas led to an innovative geopoetic fusion of word and world. Kolb examines each of these authors’ acquired affinities with Ligurian and Provençal landscapes and seascapes, revisiting and reassessing the long tradition of northern longing for a Mediterranean south. She also shows how Freud and Benn followed in the footsteps of Nietzsche in his most prolific years, a topic which has received little critical attention to date. Nietzsche, Freud, Benn, and the Azure Spell of Liguria offers a fresh approach to these writers’ groundbreaking literary achievements and profound interest in poetic expression as cathartic self-liberation.

Ancient Ocean Crossings - Stephen C. Jett 2017-06-06
Ancient Ocean Crossings paints a compelling picture of impressive pre-Columbian cultures and Old World civilizations that, contrary to many prevailing notions, were not isolated from one another, evolving independently, each in its own hemisphere. Instead, they constituted a “global ecumene,” involving a complex pattern of intermittent but numerous and profoundly consequential contacts. In Ancient Ocean Crossings: Reconsidering the Case for Contacts with the Pre-Columbian Americas, Stephen Jett encourages readers to reevaluate the common belief that there was no significant interchange between the chiefdoms and civilizations of Eurasia and Africa and peoples who occupied the alleged terra incognita beyond the great oceans. More than a hundred centuries separate the time that Ice Age hunters are conventionally thought to have crossed a land bridge from Asia into North America and the arrival of Columbus in the Bahamas in 1492. Traditional belief has long held that earth’s two hemispheres were essentially cut off from one another as a result of the post-Pleistocene meltwater-fed rising oceans that
covered that bridge. The oceans, along with arctic climates and daunting terrestrial distances, formed impermeable barriers to interhemispheric communication. This viewpoint implies that the cultures of the Old World and those of the Americas developed independently. Drawing on abundant and concrete evidence to support his theory for significant pre-Columbian contacts, Jett suggests that many ancient peoples had both the seafaring capabilities and the motives to cross the oceans and, in fact, did so repeatedly and with great impact. His deep and broad work synthesizes information and ideas from archaeology, geography, linguistics, climatology, oceanography, ethnobotany, genetics, medicine, and the history of navigation and seafaring, making an innovative and persuasive multidisciplinary case for a new understanding of human societies and their diffuse but interconnected development.

**Pompeii in the Public Imagination from Its Rediscovery to Today**-Shelley Hales 2011-11-17
A collection of essays exploring the different ways in which the ruined city of Pompeii has been a major source of inspiration to Western imaginations. Creative and popular, as well as scholarly approaches are covered, including an interview with the novelist Robert Harris, and the volume is fully illustrated, with several images in full colour.

**Resurrecting Pompeii**-Estelle Lazer 2009-09-10
Resurrecting Pompeii provides an in-depth study of a unique site from antiquity with information about a population who all died from the same known cause within a short period of time. Pompeii has been continuously excavated and studied since 1748. Early scholars working in Pompeii and other sites associated with the AD 79 eruption of Mount Vesuvius were seduced by the wealth of artefacts and wall paintings yielded by the site. This meant that the less visually attractive evidence, such as human skeletal remains, were largely ignored. Recognizing the important contribution of the human skeletal evidence to the archaeology of Pompeii, Resurrecting Pompeii remedies that misdemeanour, and provides students of archaeology and history with an essential resource in the study of this fascinating historical event.

**The Spartacus War**-Barry Strauss 2009-03-17
An authoritative account from an expert author: The Spartacus War is the first popular history of the revolt in English. The Spartacus War is the extraordinary story of the most famous slave rebellion in the ancient world, the fascinating true story behind a legend that has been the inspiration for novelists, filmmakers, and revolutionaries for 2,000 years. Starting with only seventy-four men, a gladiator named Spartacus incited a rebellion that threatened Rome itself. With his fellow gladiators, Spartacus built an army of 60,000 soldiers and controlled the southern Italian countryside. A charismatic leader, he used religion to win support. An ex-soldier in the Roman army, Spartacus excelled in combat. He defeated nine Roman armies and kept Rome at bay for two years before he was defeated. After his final battle, 6,000 of his followers were captured and crucified along Rome's main southern highway. The Spartacus War is the dramatic and factual account of one of history's great rebellions. Spartacus was beaten by a Roman general, Crassus, who had learned how to defeat an insurgency. But the rebels were partly to blame for their failure. Their army was large and often undisciplined; the many ethnic groups within it frequently quarrelled over leadership. No single leader, not even Spartacus, could keep them all in line. And when faced with a choice between escaping to freedom and looting, the rebels chose wealth over liberty, risking an eventual confrontation with Rome's most powerful forces. The result of years of research, The Spartacus War is based not only on written documents but also on archaeological evidence, historical reconstruction, and the author's extensive travels in the Italian countryside that Spartacus once conquered.

**What The Blank Do We Know About the Bible?**-Bettye Johnson 2011

**When Money Talks**-Frank L. Holt 2021 "This book will change the way you look at money. Money may seem hopelessly mundane and culturally meaningless, but it has dominated - and documented - world history since the time of the ancient Greeks. This heavily illustrated book provides a spirited account of the first coinages and their living descendants in our pockets and purses. It explains how people from Jesus to The Beatles have used numismatics to explore the social, political, economic, and religious history
Culture is a hot topic today. But of what exactly does culture consist? What is it? Author Richard Knodel not only defines the idea more clearly than ever before but also defends the notion that God himself established this concept in the Creation! Using Knodel's expert guidance, culturologists now have an amazing new resource for understanding their subject and building upon it. He begins with his definition and then argues the sense of it. Succeeding chapters analyze past Christian cultural failures, show how Christ is a key to world development and survey competing definitions even that of Islam!

Ohio Ghost Hunter Guide II: Haunted Hocking - A Ghost Hunter's Guide II to Ohio-Jannette Quackenbush 2013-04-19 If you're looking for an adventure outside of the ordinary, the Ghost Hunter's guide to the Hocking Hills and Beyond II offers plenty of places to begin your journey. Explore southeastern Ohio from a different angle- Discover haunted places, local legends and scary tales of the Hocking Hills and areas within a short drive of this wilderness retreat and paranormal hotspot. Ghostly screams are still heard deep in a dark, hidden hollow where a plane crashed in Hocking County. A ghostly woman walks the old gravel road in a campground near Old Man's Cave. And a doctor who died a mysterious death haunts a library in Ironton... and the cemetery where he was buried! Haunted Hocking II covers Athens, Hocking, Lawrence, Meigs Counties and more. If you dared to read the first Haunted Hocking, you can take another unforgettable walk down the road of the scary with over 60 NEW stories of the chilling, terrifying and even the weird. (Covers Hocking Hills and the counties of Athens, Lawrence, Gallia, Hocking, Meigs, Fairfield, Perry, Ross, Vinton, Washington (Marietta) and Scioto. Ghostly places to stay. Weird Files and Case Files)

Notable Natural Disasters: Events to 1970-Marlene Bradford 2007 Scientific and historical overviews of natural disasters followed by a chronological survey of the worst or most notable disasters in history, including such recent events as the 2004 tsunami and Hurricane Katrina.
good haunting, we've found plenty of them just for you. We've dug up over 130 stories, legends and tales of Ohio and even tossed in a few investigations and a ghost hunter equipment guide. Put them all together and you are all set for a ghost hunt even if you can't step out your door. If you like adventure, you will love our guides that lead you from Lebanon to Cleveland, Allen County to Wood County. There aren't many dark dirt roads, shadowy cemeteries, or foggy woodland paths we won't travel. We listened to ghosts at Prospect Place and took pictures of spirits at Mansfield Reformatory. Haunted Hocking has clambered through poison ivy to get a shot of the most haunted place in Delaware and sat in more than a few stuffy library attics to unearth some long-ago stories buried deep in the annals of history. Now, we want to share them with you. Ohio Ghost Hunter Guide--Haunted Hocking V - (Covers Allen, Auglaize, Butler, Champaign, Clark, Clinton, Crawford, Cuyahoga, Delaware, Franklin, Gallia, Greene, Hardin, Highland, Hocking, Jackson, Jefferson, Knox, Lake, Lawrence, Logan, Lucas, Madison, Miami, Mahoning, Montgomery, Morgan, Muskingum, Pickaway, Pike, Putnam, Richland, Ross, Sandusky, Scioto, Stark, Summit, Vinton, Warren, and Wood)


American Book Publishing Record- 2003

Real Ghost Stories-William Thomas Stead 1897

The Ghost Writer-Robert Harris 2010-03-23 Retired British prime minister Adam Lang sets out to write a tell-all memoir of his life and political career, an effort for which he hires a ghostwriter who uncovers dangerous secrets about the former leader's time in office.
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Real Ghost Stories-William Thomas Stead 1897

The Ghost Writer-Robert Harris 2010-03-23 Retired British prime minister Adam Lang sets out to write a tell-all memoir of his life and political career, an effort for which he hires a ghostwriter who uncovers dangerous secrets about the former leader's time in office.

Ghosts-Andrew Coddington 2015-12-15 For millennia, humanity has searched for an afterlife. Some people have believed fervently in such a place, while others not. Regardless, many cultures around the world have either invented stories about souls trapped on Earth or experienced real supernatural events that convinced them of the existence of ghosts. These creatures have been said to haunt the human world, trapped on Earth until they redeem themselves. Today, ghosts continue to inspire and amaze the human world. This book explores ghost culture and the stories that continue to haunt humanity.

Earth Sciences History- 2004

Vesuvius-Flavio Dobran 2006-06-07 VESUVIUS
2000 is an interdisciplinary project aimed at producing a safe and prosperous habitat for the people living around Vesuvius. To produce this environment requires an effective collaboration between the experts and the public, whereby the danger from the volcano is used to reorganize the territory and thus produce new opportunities for the people surrounding the volcano. As an all inclusive physico-mathematical-computer model of the volcano, the Global Volcanic Simulator is a key tool for determining the effects of different eruption scenarios and thus for urban planning of the territory. Unlike the evacuation plans which tend to manage emergencies, VESUVIUS 2000 aims at preparing the Vesuvius area to confront future eruptions with minimal socio-economic and cultural consequences.

**Addresses volcanic risk mitigation in densely populated area surrounding Vesuvius**

- Provides education about volcanos
- Displays physical modeling of eruption processes and integration of models

**Vesuvius**

Vic LeClair III 2008-09 Vesuvius blends a present-day mystery with the tragedy of young Roman lovers caught in the first century eruption that buried Herculaneum and Pompeii in A.D. 79.

**Ghost Towns of the American West**

Raymond Bial 2001-02-26 If it is abandoned by all or most of its inhabitants, a settlement becomes a ghost town. The buildings and dirt streets may remain, but the character and soul of the place change entirely. And so it was with mining camps, lumber camps, and cowboy towns scattered across America, particularly in the West: places with names like Gregory’s Diggings, Deadwood, Bodie, Calico, Goldfield, and Tombstone, some of the over 30,000 deserted towns in the United States. Why did people come to these isolated places? Why did they leave? As Raymond Bial’s narrative explores the history of our ghost towns, his well-composed photographs silently tell their stories: of bustling, muddy streets, of large mercantile stores, and, ultimately, of short-lived dreams of gold, fertile land, or simply a good place to call home.

**Ghosts in the Middle Ages**

Jean-Claude Schmitt 1998 Using many different medieval texts, Schmitt examines medieval religious culture and the significance of the widespread belief in ghosts, asking who returned, to whom, from where, in what form, and why. Through this vivid study, we can see the ways in which the dead and the living related to each other. Schmitt focuses on everyday ghosts - recently departed ordinary people who were a part of the complex social world of the living. Schmitt argues that beliefs and the imaginary depend above all on the structures and functioning of society and culture, and he shows how the Christian culture of the Middle Ages enlarged the notion of ghosts and created many opportunities for the dead to appear. Schmitt also points out that the church happily proliferated ghost stories as a way to promote the liturgy of the dead, to develop pious sentiments among parishioners, and to solicit alms on behalf of a relative or friend's salvation.
我決定簡單的生活 2:50個不勉強就做得到的習慣
-佐佐木典士 2019-01-04

「《我決定簡單的生活》,讓我不再對金錢和物質感到自卑。 這次我要告訴你,只要養成習慣,
不用努力和天分,也能活得簡單自在富足!」 ─佐佐木典士 •《我決定簡單的生活》全球版權
狂賣23國、總銷量突破500,000本、2016年台灣年度百大暢銷書 •全
球NO.1的極簡主義者,沉潛3年後,從極簡進化到習慣養成 35 歲時的我,在出版社擔
任編輯,明明沒結婚,卻也沒存下什麼錢。 年輕時那一點也不值錢的自尊不但沒了,對工作失
去熱情、連女友也跑了。 直到「極簡」後,我看見了減少後才看得見的重要。 極簡生活的我:
•6套衣褲穿1年 •浴室→1罐洗潔精、1條毛巾 •廚房→1人份碗盤、咖啡壺 •只要
有iphone、Mac就能與世界連結 38 歲現在的我開始專注習慣養成,我懂得人能改
變的唯一方法, 不是努力也不是天分,而是「習慣」。 8 年來的極簡體悟+心理學+行動
經濟學+腦科學,50個「這樣就好」的習慣, 從此刻開始人生不再出現比較和自卑! 極
簡+習慣化後的我: 05:00 起床→做瑜珈 05:30 冥想 06:00 寫書或寫部落
格 07:00 打掃→淋浴→洗衣服→吃早餐→做便當 08:00 寫日記→說英文→看新
聞或上社群網站 09:10 能量補眠(戰略性睡回籠覺) 09:30 到圖書館
11:30 午餐 14:30 從圖書館「下班」 15:00 能量補眠 15:30 上鍛
鍊 17:30 到超市購物、回覆電子郵件、上社群網站 18:00 晚餐後看電影 21:00 拿
出瑜珈墊做伸展操 21:30 就寢 戒掉的習慣: • 喝酒、吃甜食 養成的習慣: • 早上5
點起床、做瑜珈&冥想 • 寫日記、部落格、文章 • 肌力訓練 • 10K馬拉松等